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Abstract

This study analyses for the first time the break in the stilling detected by previ-

ous research around 2010, with focus in Sweden using homogenized near-

surface mean and gust wind speed observations for 1997–2019. During the

recent past two decades, both mean and gust wind magnitude and frequency

(exceeding the 90th percentile) underwent nonlinear changes, driven by the

dominant winter variability. In particular, consistent with previous studies, the

significant (p < .05) stilling ceased in 2003, followed by no clear trend after-

wards. The detected stilling-reversal is linked to large-scale atmospheric circu-

lation changes, in particular to the North Atlantic Oscillation for both mean

and gust wind changes, and the intensity changes of extratropical cyclones

passing across Sweden especially for wind gusts. Furthermore, in different

wind change phases, the observed wind distribution did not vary uniformly for

the various wind speed ranges; instead, strong winds drove most of the

changes. In the same way, increases in gust winds are greater compared to

changes in mean wind speed conditions. The stilling-reversal is also identified

by the ERA5 reanalysis, where large-scale atmospheric circulation changes are

captured. But the background slowdown detected in most stations does not

appear in the ERA5 data as the observed increase in forest cover is not consid-

ered in the reanalysis. This study reveals that, in addition to the large-scale

interannual variability, changes in surface roughness (e.g., changes in forest

cover) contribute to the observed wind variability across Sweden.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

By controlling the transfer of heat, moisture, energy and
momentum between Earth's surface and atmosphere

(Abhishek et al., 2012), near-surface winds with their
long-term changes have large environmental and socio-
economic impacts. For instance, changes in surface mean
winds can alter the energy production of wind farms
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(Pryor et al., 2005) and can affect agriculture productivity
by regulating evaporation demand (Rayner, 2007). Sur-
face winds also play a crucial role when it comes to the
dispersion of air pollutants near emission sources such as
urban traffic (Grundström et al., 2011; Grundström
et al., 2015). Moreover, strong winds with their turbulent
eddies can damage buildings and forests, increase avia-
tion accidents, and thus represent a severe hazard to peo-
ple, property and transportation (Achberger et al., 2006;
Suomi et al., 2014). In particular, wind damages to trees
can seriously threaten the national economy in Sweden,
where the majority of forested land is used for the timber
industry (Hannon Bradshaw, 2017). For example, the
storm Gudrun in 2005, with its strong and sudden gusts,
fell about 75 million m3 trees in Sweden alone, which
equals the normal annual harvest of the whole country
(Haanpää et al., 2007). Falling trees can further damage
power supplies, telecommunication networks, roads and
railways; even human fatalities can occur (Swedish Com-
mission on Climate and Vulnerability, 2007).

During the last few decades, various studies have used
in-situ observations to investigate multidecadal changes
in near-surface wind speed, revealing a general slow-
down in terrestrial winds, termed “stilling” by Roderick
et al. (2007). Such mean wind speed decrease was
observed mainly over land in most northern mid-latitude
regions in the last �30–50 years (McVicar et al., 2012;
Zhang et al., 2019), differing from the increase in surface
wind speed over large parts of the oceans, especially in
the Southern Hemisphere (Tokinaga and Xie, 2011;
Young and Ribal, 2019). However, the mean surface wind
speed in the Northern Hemisphere has shown a reversal
in its decline during recent years (Kim and Paik, 2015;
Azorin-Molina et al., 2018a; Zhang and Wang, 2020).
Such a break in the terrestrial stilling became prominent
since around 2010, especially over Europe, East Asia and
North America (Zeng et al., 2019).

Different possible causes of the origin of the ocean wind
increase, terrestrial wind stilling and its reversal have been
proposed. The terrestrial wind stilling is partly attributed to
the increase in surface roughness such as land-use changes,
forest growth and urbanization (Vautard et al., 2010). How-
ever, land greening alone cannot explain the magnitude of
the terrestrial wind reduction (Zeng et al., 2018); for this
reason, several studies have proposed large-scale atmo-
spheric circulation as a key driver in modulating observed
wind changes (Wu et al., 2018; Zeng et al., 2019). In fact, air
temperature changes in a warming climate can affect sur-
face pressure gradients and therefore circulation patterns
(Lin et al., 2013). For example, the reversal in the terrestrial
mean wind slowdown has been linked to phase changes in
the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO; Azorin-Molina
et al., 2018a) and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (Zeng

et al., 2019). It is important to mention that artificial issues
related for example to the ageing of measuring instruments
can sometimes contribute to the observed wind speed slow-
down (Azorin-Molina et al., 2018b).

Given the large impact of winds across Sweden, mul-
tidecadal variability in observed mean wind speed was
previously investigated in this region by Minola
et al. (2016). Long-term trends over 1956–2013 show an
overall statistically significant decrease over Sweden. The
magnitude of the decline is in line with previous studies
in nearby regions or similar latitude regions, but strong
seasonal differences were also found (i.e., a large decline
in spring, summer and autumn; but a weak increase in
winter). Such differences in seasonal trends reveal the
strong influence of large-scale atmospheric circulation, in
particular the importance of the NAO circulation pattern
in modulating winter wind speed variability.

When it comes to wind extremes such as wind gusts,
it is still unclear how they can change in relation to the
mean wind due to the possible changes in wind speed
distribution (Wu et al., 2018). The main reason limiting
extreme wind variability research is that there are various
artefacts which can affect the reliability of extreme wind
observations (e.g., station relocations, anemometer height
changes, etc.; Azorin-Molina et al., 2014). More impor-
tantly, systematic measurements of extreme winds are
often lacking or available only in the last few decades
(Minola et al., 2021). For example, in Sweden, widespread
gust wind measurements were recorded only since the
end of the 1990s and no study before has been able to
evaluate changes in observed wind gusts in this region.

As wind observations are often not available or reliable,
alternative datasets can be used instead to explore surface
wind variability. Reanalysis datasets, by combining observa-
tions and models, generate consistent wind time series at a
complete spatial coverage and for this reason can poten-
tially be used for such research (Dee et al., 2011). Before
using a reanalysis product for assessing wind changes, its
capability to realistically represent surface winds must be
evaluated against in-situ observations since reanalysis
dataset performance is strongly dependent on the selected
region and the considered time period (Ramon et al., 2019;
Wohland et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2019; Miao et al., 2020).
Among the various reanalyses available nowadays, ERA5
(Hersbach et al., 2018) is the new promising reanalysis
dataset produced by the European Center for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). Its ability to represent
both mean and gust wind speed climatology across Sweden
was tested by Minola et al. (2020) for the time period 2013–
2017, but the ERA5 potential for capturing long-term wind
variability was not evaluated.

Given the recent break in the terrestrial wind decline
in northern mid-latitude regions, this study explores the
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latest (1997–2019) changes in surface wind variability
across Sweden to investigate if a stilling-reversal is also
detected at such high-latitudes. This study focuses on the
recent past which was only partly covered by Minola
et al. (2016) and when near-surface wind gust measure-
ments are available. In this way, decadal variability of
observed wind gusts is explored for the first time across
Sweden and its relationship with mean wind speed changes
is assessed. The plausible reasons behind the observed vari-
ability are also examined by evaluating the changes in
large-scale atmospheric circulation (i.e., NAO) and synoptic
weather systems (i.e., extratropical cyclones) which could
be responsible for the stilling-reversal. The ability of the
new ERA5 reanalysis product to represent surface wind var-
iability across Sweden is also tested. By comparing ERA5
wind changes with the observations, additional causes
(e.g., increase in surface roughness) behind the observed
wind variability are identified.

2 | DATA

2.1 | Wind observations

For weather monitoring and forecasting, measuring stations
record near-surface mean wind speed (hereafter, WS),
defined as the average wind speed over the last 10 min in a
specified time interval (WMO, 2014). They also measure
wind gust (hereafter, WG), i.e., the maximum 3 s wind
speed over the last hour (Beljaars, 1987). By definition, WG
measurements can capture with its short average time the
sudden and brief increase in wind speed, which is impor-
tant when considering buildings' wind-loading standards
(Kwon and Kareem, 2014). Hourly WS and WG measure-
ments across Sweden are provided by the Swedish Meteoro-
logical and Hydrological Institute (SMHI). They can be
retrieved online at the SMHI open data page (https://www.
smhi.se/data/utforskaren-oppna-data/; last accessed May 6,
2021). Following the World Meteorological Organization's
(WMO) guidelines, SMHI measures WS at 10 m above gro-
und as the average wind over a 10 min interval for each
hour (Minola et al., 2020). WG is defined as the maximum
2 s gust recorded in the last hour at 10 m height. Note that
this averaging time differs by 1 s from the standard 3 s aver-
aging time recommended by WMO (Beljaars, 1987). SMHI
calculates wind averages as vector values and this way of
averaging has been the same since 1977 (S. Tainamo, per-
sonal communication, April 19, 2021).

In 1996, SMHI started to install automatic weather sta-
tions across the country (Wern and Bärring, 2009), and it is
only since then that hourly WS measurements were system-
atically recorded and hourly WG observations became avail-
able (Minola et al., 2021). Thus, using hourly observations,

daily wind series are prepared for the longest available time
period of 1996–2019. Daily average mean wind speed series
(hereafter, DAWS) are calculated as the average WS
recorded in 24 hr. It is computed only for those days which
have more than 12 hourly WS observations; otherwise, the
day is labelled as a missing observation. The daily peak
wind gust series (hereafter, DPWG) are constructed with
the highest WG recorded in 24 hr (Azorin-Molina
et al., 2016). If there are less than 19 hourly WG observa-
tions for a given day, DPWG measurement is recorded as a
missing value. Among a total of 168 weather stations in
Sweden, DAWS and DPWG series from 100 stations are
examined in this study as they (a) were evenly distributed
across the whole of Sweden; and (b) covered the longest-
available time period (1997–2019) with less than �1.5 years
(i.e., 547 days) of missing observations. Note that year 1996
is excluded because most of the stations have a long period
of missing observations during that year. The spatial distri-
bution of the selected 100 weather stations is shown in
Figure 1.

Various types of non-climatic factors, such as station
relocations and anemometer height and type changes
(Wan et al., 2010), can create artificial shifts in near-
surface wind series, making those data unrepresentative
of the actual climate variations over time (Aguilar
et al., 2003). For this reason, a homogenization protocol
is applied to correct the observed wind series from those
possible biases. This study uses Climatol (Guijarro, 2017)
to perform homogenization and missing data infilling on
the raw 100 DAWS and DPWG series. A detailed descrip-
tion of the homogenization approach adopted in this
study can be found in Azorin-Molina et al. (2016), Zhang
et al. (2020) and Minola et al. (2021).

2.2 | ERA5 dataset

This study uses wind outputs of the ERA5 reanalysis,
which is the latest reanalysis product of ECMWF
(Hersbach et al., 2018). ERA5 delivers hourly outputs of
both WS and WG at a horizontal grid spacing of approxi-
mately 31 km. Notice that ERA5, like other modern
reanalyses, does not assimilate near-surface wind obser-
vations over land because they cannot be fully inter-
preted by the data assimilation system (Dee et al., 2011).
Instead, terrestrial vertical wind profiles from satellites,
radio- and aircraft-sondes are included. Minola
et al. (2020) compared ERA5 (and ERA-Interim) WS and
WG outputs with observations for the time period 2013–
2017. They showed the improvements made by ERA5 in
comparison with its predecessor ERA-Interim.

Hourly wind data of ERA5 are downloaded from
the Copernicus website (https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/
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cdsapp#!/dataset/reanalysis-era5-single-levels?tab=overview;
last accessed May 6, 2021). By using these hourly WS and
WG outputs, DAWS and DPWG series are also constructed
for ERA5 in the same way they are calculated for observa-
tion. In this study, following Minola et al. (2020), each
observed wind series is compared with the wind series from
the ERA5 grid point closest to the weather stations, under
the assumption that this closest series matches the observed
one better than any other more distant grid point.

2.3 | NAO index

Given the strong control of the NAO teleconnection pat-
tern on the winter climate in the Northern Hemisphere
(Wallace and Gutzler, 1981; Hurrell, 1995) and Sweden
(Hurrell and van Loon, 1997; Chen and
Hellström, 1999; Linderholm et al., 2011; Minola
et al., 2016), the influence of large-scale atmospheric cir-
culation on wind stilling-reversal is investigated by
using a NAO index. As NAO describes the relative
changes in pressure between the Icelandic low-pressure
region and the relatively high-pressure centred over the
Azores islands (NOAA, 2012), the NAO index is defined
as the normalized sea-level pressure difference between
Gibraltar and southwestern Iceland (e.g., Reykjavik)
(Jones et al., 1997). The NAO index used in this study is
obtained from the Climatic Research Unit, University of
East Anglia (https://crudata.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/nao;
last accessed May 6, 2021).

2.4 | Aerial photography and Lidar data

To identify possible changes in surface roughness
(i.e., forest), ortho-corrected colour-infrared aerial photo-
graphs (i.e., orthophotos) from 1998 to 2018 are used, with
one image selected per 3-year time interval (1998–2000;
2001–2003; …; 2016–2018) for a variety of sites (n = 13).
The orthophotos have a variable grid cell size. For instance,
images from 1998 to 2000 have 1 m grid cells, while images
from 2001 to 2008 and those since 2009 have 50 and 25 cm
grid cell size, respectively. Aerial photographs are acquired
by the Swedish Mapping, Cadastral and Land Registration
Authority (Lantmäteriet, https://www.lantmateriet.se/; last
accessed May 6, 2021) approximately every other year over
forested areas in southern Sweden, and on a 5-year cycle in
northern inland Sweden. In exceptions where an
orthophoto is not available within a 3-year period,
Landsat-7 ETM+ optical satellite data are downloaded
from the US Geological Survey (https://earthexplorer.usgs.
gov/; last accessed May 6, 2021) to distinguish between for-
ested and non-forested areas with the 15 m grid cell resolu-
tion panchromatic band. Data on forest height and density
estimates for the years 2010–2012 created from Sweden's
national airborne Lidar dataset are available from the
National Land Cover data (https://www.naturvardsverket.
se/Sa-mar-miljon/Kartor/Nationella-Marktackedata-NMD/
; last accessed May 6, 2021). In addition, forest biomass for
the years 2000, 2005, 2010 and 2015 are referenced using
SLU forest data (https://www.slu.se/centrumbildningar-
och-projekt/riksskogstaxeringen/statistik-om-skog/slu-
skogskarta/; last accessed May 6, 2021).

3 | METHODS

3.1 | Wind series

Following Azorin-Molina et al. (2021), decadal variability
is investigated for both the DAWS and DPWG magnitude
(in m s−1), and for the number of days (hereafter, fre-
quency; in days) of DAWS and DPWG events exceeding
the 90th percentile (Vose et al., 2014). Frequency series
are calculated for each station series. For example, to cal-
culate the spring frequency series of a given station, first
the overall 90th percentile for all spring (i.e., March–
April–May) days during 1997–2019 is determined; then,
the number of spring days exceeding this value in each
year is counted. Therefore, if the magnitude represents
the average wind behaviour, the frequency looks at the
occurrence of extreme wind events (i.e., the upper tail of
the wind distribution) (Azorin-Molina et al., 2021). Ana-
lyses are performed at annual and seasonal time steps,
using boreal seasons: winter (December–February),

FIGURE 1 Elevation map of Sweden (and surrounding) with

the location of the 100 weather stations used in this study (circles)

[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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spring (March–May), Summer (June–August) and autumn
(September–November).

The decadal variability is also evaluated for different
wind speed categories, expressed as percentiles (5th,
10th, 25th, 75th, 90th and 95th). This enables us to evalu-
ate the relative importance of light and strong wind
changes. Furthermore, to explore the relationship
between mean and gust wind speeds, the gust factor (G)
is also computed for each day by dividing the measured
DPWG with the recorded DAWS (Suomi et al., 2014):

G=
DPWG
DAWS

ð1Þ

3.2 | Trend analysis

Linear trends are calculated through a linear fit between
time (independent variable) and winds (dependent vari-
able). The magnitude of the trend is defined by the slope
of the linear trend and is estimated with the nonpara-
metric Sen's method (Gilbert, 1987). The significance of
the trend is calculated by applying the modified Kendall
trend test to consider the effect of statistically significant
autocorrelation (Hamed and Ramachandra Rao, 1998).
Trends are reported at three different significance cate-
gories following Azorin-Molina et al. (2014):
(a) significant at p < .05; (b) significant at p < .10; and
(c) non-significant at p > .10. In this way, it is possible
to highlight the significance range of the trend, instead
of just focusing on whether it is significant according to
an arbitrary p level. To show the different time period
dominated by increase or decline in wind, running
trends are computed for varying window lengths from
5 (e.g., 1997–2001) to 23 years (e.g., 1997–2019). In addi-
tion to linear and running trends, a Gaussian-weighted
average filter over 10-year windows is also applied to
the investigated wind series to more clearly illustrate
the lower-frequency modes of variability of winds. On
top of the trend analyses, the degree of association
(or linear relationship) between two series is measured
with the Pearson's correlation coefficient (r; Gibbons
and Chakraborti, 2011) and its significance is expressed
at the p < .05 level.

3.3 | Extratropical cyclone tracking

To track extratropical cyclones, the most commonly used
tracking features are mean sea level pressure (MSLP) or
lower-tropospheric relative vorticity (e.g., Hoskins and
Hodges, 2002; Hewson and Titley, 2010). Relative

vorticity focuses more on a smaller synoptic-scale and is
used to detect cyclones at an earlier stage, while MSLP is
more dominated by large-scale features and smooths
smaller-scale features that are of interest (Hodges
et al., 2003). Many cyclone tracking methods and algo-
rithms have been developed and applied to analyse
cyclone climatology, future changes in cyclone character-
istics, and links between cyclones and dynamic/thermo-
dynamic processes (Neu et al., 2013).

In this study, we apply a Lagrangian cyclone tracking
algorithm developed by Hodges (1994, 1995, 1996), which
is based on objective methods and tracks time sequences
of meteorological variables, such as geopotential, relative
vorticity and MSLP. This algorithm has been applied to
study climatic variability of mid-latitude cyclones in
global and regional studies (e.g., Hoskins and Hodges,
2002; Grise et al., 2013; Baker et al., 2019; Lee et al.,
2020). The tracking algorithm is applied to ERA-Interim
from 1979 to 2018 with a 6-hr temporal resolution. To
focus on large-scale flows where extratropical cyclones
are embedded, MSLP filtered at a wavenumber range
from 5 to 63 (≈ 180 km) is chosen as the tracking feature.
Following Lee et al. (2020), we also filter out the cyclones
that are initialized at the latitude below 25�N, have a life-
time shorter than 2 days, or travel less than 1,000 km.
Among the detected cyclones, the cyclones that pass
across Sweden (within 55�N–69�N and 10�E–25�E),
assuming an influence radius of 555 km from the centre
of the cyclones, are considered in this study. Both the
cyclone density (in number) and mean intensity (in hPa)
are examined. Since cyclone influence is strongest in the
proximity of the areas where it passes, DAWS and DPWG
for a given weather station are compared only with the
cyclone statistics of the closest grid point in the MSLP field.

3.4 | Quantification of vegetation
changes

Before considering surface roughness changes in the
proximity of each weather station, we characterize
the geographic characteristics around each station using
Google Maps (https://www.google.com/maps/; last accessed
May 6, 2021). The weather stations are classified accor-
ding to common features (detected within a 1 km dis-
tance) as being (a) urban, (b) on islands, (c) coastal
regions, (d) near airports, (e) in mountains, (f ) inland
with nearby cultivated fields, (g) inland with nearby
forest, (h) inland with mix of cultivated fields and for-
ests nearby, or (i) in proximity to a lake or river. Thir-
teen weather stations are selected representing at least
one of the different classes. For each of the 13 stations,
seven orthophotos from the time period 1998–2018 are
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used, with one image per three-year period starting from
1998. Within a 1 km × 1 km frame centred on the weather
station, forest versus non-forest is manually digitized over
the orthophotos at a visual scale of 1:6,000. Forest is
defined as tree-covered regions with at least 10% canopy
cover and tree heights of at least 5 m at a minimum map-
ping unit of 400 m2. Canopy cover is judged visually and
tree heights are determined from image shadows as well
as reference to tree height, density and biomass from SLU
forest data and National Land Cover data.

Starting with the most recent orthophoto (2016–
2018), forested areas are delineated in a vector coverage
and forest area is calculated (in m2). The initial vector file
is copied to serve as a starting point for the previous
3-year period and the existing polygons are modified to
represent forested areas for that time period. This process
is repeated until the earliest time period (1998–2000) is
reached. For the case of the urban site, Malmö, changes
in buildings over 5 m in height near the weather station
are included in the surface roughness statistics.

4 | RESULTS

4.1 | DAWS and DPWG variability

Figure 2 shows the mean (i.e., average over all stations)
annual DAWS and DPWG variabilities during 1997–
2019. In all series, four phases of wind changes are
identified: (a) clear slowdown during 1997–2003, (b) sta-
bilization from 2003 to 2010, (c) slight recovery during
2010–2014 and (d) start of a new slowdown since 2014.
This temporal pattern, observed at an annual scale, is
mostly driven by winter variability in which those four
phases of changes are more evident (Figure 3). In sum-
mer, wind conditions do not vary much for the whole
analysis period of 1997–2019. The four phases become
distinct when looking at running trends. Figure 4 sum-
marizes the running trends detected for annual DAWS
series during 1997–2019. A large number of stations
(more than 50%) shows significant declines until 2003,
but afterwards different periods of increasing and

FIGURE 2 Series of mean (i.e., average over all stations across Sweden) annual (a) DAWS, (b) DPWG, (c) DAWS frequency and

(d) DPWG frequency from 1997 to 2019. The low-frequency variability is shown with the black dashed lines of the applied Gaussian-

weighted average (10-year window) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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decreasing of DAWS are detected (with significant trends
becoming less frequent).

When 1997–2003 trends are compared with the ones
for 2003–2019, strong negative trends of DAWS, which
are statistically significant at p < .05, are found before
2003 (see also Figure 2). After 2003, mean DAWS and
DAWS frequency trends have lower magnitude
and become significant only at p < .10 or even insignifi-
cant (p > .10). Both mean DPWG and DPWG frequency
trends exhibit insignificant trends (p > .10) even if the
slowdown is also much greater before 2003: the higher

interannual variance in the gust series can be the reason
behind such insignificance (Weatherhead et al., 1998).

The observed 1997–2019 variability detected here is in
line with the 1956–2013 multidecadal WS changes inves-
tigated by Minola et al. (2016) (Figure 5), even though
this previous study used only 23 weather stations and
homogenization was carried on a monthly basis (which
could explain mean WS bias of �0.4 m s−1 in the com-
mon period). Among others, the slowdown during 1997–
2003 comes from the longer wind decline observed since
1990. When looking at the running trends (Figure 6),

FIGURE 3 Series of mean (i.e., average over all stations across Sweden) seasonal DAWS (first row), DPWG (second row), DAWS

frequency (third row), and DPWG frequency (fourth row) from 1997 to 2019. The low-frequency variability is shown with the black dashed

lines of the applied Gaussian-weighted average filter (10-year window) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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1956–2013 WS series show significant (p < .05) decreasing
trends during 1990–2003, which are detected (also at
p < .05) in DAWS series during the 1997–2003 time period.
After that, wind series undergo periods of light increase and
decrease, and no clear trend can be detected. Even though
an overall WS decline was observed during 1956–2013
(Minola et al., 2016), no evident trend is detected since
around 2003 and a recovery from previous years' slowdown
is observed. To conclude, it is obvious that wind series pass
through different phases of change, not only during 1997–
2019, but since 1956.

4.2 | DAWS–DPWG relationship

Figures 2 and 3 show that observed DAWS and DPWG
display similar annual and seasonal variabilities in the
last two decades, showing the same four phases of

changes as described in Section 4.1. This indicates that
time periods with stronger mean winds occur together
with stronger gusts as well. In the same way, DAWS and
DPWG frequencies have similar temporal patterns: that
is, years having days with stronger than usual mean
winds are also the years having days characterized by
stronger gusts. Thus, when looking at the correlation
between DAWS and DPWG series (Table 1), high correla-
tion coefficients (greater than �0.8) are found for both
annual and seasonal variabilities, with all stations dis-
playing significant correlation at p < .05. A slightly lower
correlation is displayed during summer compared to win-
ter, most probably due to the occurrence of deep convec-
tive and mesoscale convective systems at the origin of
convective gusts (Jeong et al., 2011; Punkka and
Bister, 2015).

To further investigate the relationship between mean
and gust wind speed, Figure 7 plots the annual and

FIGURE 4 Summary of running trends of annual DAWS in Sweden for 1997–2019. Each square shows the mean trends for all

100 weather stations. The reported number is the percentage of stations displaying significant trend (p < .1) for the same sign of the mean

trend (i.e., if the mean positive trend is positive, the number shows the percentage of stations displaying significant positive trend) [Colour

figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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seasonal variabilities of the gust factor (G) during 1997–
2019. The four-phases temporal pattern is also captured, in
particular over winter, but with an opposite sign. For exam-
ple, the 1997–2003 DAWS and DPWG slowdown period is
a strengthening phase in G. Given the gust factor definition,
this indicates that gust wind changes are stronger than the
ones in mean wind speed. When DPWG changes, it
increases or decreases much greater than DAWS does. This
is also seen in other percentiles. When plotting the standard
deviation of annual and seasonal wind ranges (Figure 8),
higher percentiles of both DAWS and DPWG show a larger
dispersion, especially in winter. This result indicates that
wind changes depend on wind speeds and, when the wind
distribution changes, it does not change evenly. In particu-
lar, stronger winds (higher percentiles) undergo stronger
increases or decreases compared to weaker winds (lower
percentiles). In addition, the wind distribution ends up hav-
ing a wider range of values during increasing phases and a
narrower range during slowdown phases.

4.3 | NAO index and extratropical
cyclone influence

To explain the four phases of wind changes and the
stilling-reversal, we look here at the impact of large-scale

atmospheric circulation, in particular the NAO. The
NAO index correlates well with all wind series during
winter, when most stations show significant positive cor-
relation coefficients at p < .05 (Table 2). Consistent with
the observed wind changes, the winter NAO index under-
went four different change phases during 1997–2019
(Figure 9): that is, (1) clear negative trend during 1997–
2003, (2) weak negative trend during 2003–2010, (3)
strong positive trend during 2010–2014 and (4) negative
trend again since 2014/2015. Note that year 2010 is when
the lowest NAO index is recorded (Buchan et al., 2014),
which also corresponds to the year of the lowest DAWS
and DPWG values. Therefore, the reported decadal vari-
ability of wind speed across Sweden, including the recent
stilling-reversal since 2003, can be largely explained by
the NAO index.

The impact of synoptic weather systems is also inves-
tigated by looking at the influence of extratropical
cyclones on the observed wind variability. Table 3 shows
the correlation coefficients between the various wind
series and cyclone statistics during 1997–2018. The
cyclone frequency correlates well with DPWG frequency,
with 67 stations showing significant positive correlations
at p < .05. The impact of cyclone intensity also appears in
all wind series during winter, especially with a high cor-
relation for DPWG frequency. More than 70% of the

FIGURE 5 Series of mean (i.e., average over all stations across Sweden) annual and seasonal WS during 1997–2019 (black line) and

during 1956–2013 (from Minola et al., 2016; grey line). The low-frequency variability is shown with the dashed lines of the applied Gaussian-

weighted average filter (10-year window)
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stations show significant negative correlation at p < .05
between DPWG frequency and cyclone intensity. Note
that as intensity refers to SLP anomaly, negative correla-
tion indicates a stronger wind when a stronger cyclone
passes. The higher and significant (at p < .05) correlation
values during winter are observed all across the country,
except at higher latitudes above �65�N (Figure 10a). When
only weather stations in which wind series are significantly
correlated with cyclone frequency at p < .05 are considered,
their regional-mean DPWG in winter is clearly negatively
correlated with the cyclone intensity, that is, the winters
with stronger cyclones are the winters when stronger
DPWGs are recorded (Figure 10b). Thus, when considering

the impact of extratropical cyclones hitting Sweden, their
intensity largely affects the wind strength during winter,
especially when it comes to the occurrence of strong wind
gusts. Likewise, cyclone frequency impacts the occurrence
of days of stronger than usual gusts. In view of the different
wind phase changes, extratropical cyclones could have also
played a key role in the wind stilling-reversal detected
across Sweden (in particular when it comes to wind gusts).
Notice that extratropical cyclones are influenced by the
background airflow, which is modulated by the NAO
(Keim et al., 2004). Indeed, NAO index correlates well with
winter cyclone statistics during 1979–2018: for frequency,
mean correlation is 0.49, significant (p < .05) for 87% of the

FIGURE 6 Running trends of mean (i.e., average over all stations across Sweden) annual WS for (a) 1956–2013 (from Minola

et al., 2016), and (b) 1997–2019 (left). Square with a white circle in the middle represents trends significant at p < .1; square with a white

circle and a black dot in the middle represents trends significant at p < .05 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 1 Annual and seasonal

relative frequency (%) and number of

stations in parentheses showing non-

significant and significant (p < .05)

positive and negative Pearson's

correlation coefficient between DAWS

and DPWG series for 1997–2019. It is
also reported the mean Pearson's

correlation coefficient value

Pearson's correlation coefficient - DAWS vs. DPWG

Mean Positive Positive p < .05 Negative Negative p < .05

Annual 0.83 100 99% (99) 0 0% (0)

Winter 0.93 100 100% (100) 0 0% (0)

Spring 0.90 100 100% (100) 0 0% (0)

Summer 0.79 100 99% (99) 0 0% (0)

Autumn 0.82 100 100% (100) 0 0% (0)

Notes: Relative frequencies are calculated with respect to the total number of stations showing positive or

negative correlation.
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FIGURE 7 Series of mean (i.e., average over all stations across Sweden) annual and seasonal gust factor for 1997–2019. The low-
frequency variability is shown with the black dashed lines of the applied Gaussian-weighted average (10-year window) [Colour figure can be

viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 8 Boxplot of mean (i.e., average over all stations across Sweden) annual and seasonal DAWS (top row) and DPWG (bottom

row) for different wind ranges expressed as percentiles during 1997–2019. On each box, the central mark indicates the median, and the

bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The whiskers extend to the most extreme data points

not considered outliers, that is, to approximately +/−2.7σ [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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TABLE 2 Annual and seasonal relative frequency (%) and number of stations in parentheses showing non-significant and significant

(p < .05) positive and negative Pearson's correlation coefficient between NAO index and (i) DAWS, (ii) DPWG, (iii) DAWS frequency, and

(iv) DPWG frequency series for 1997–2019. It is also reported the mean Pearson's correlation coefficient value

Pearson's correlation coefficient vs. NAO index

Mean Positive Positive p < .05 Negative Negative p < .05

DAWS Annual 0.19 83 20.5% (17) 17 5.9% (1)

Winter 0.55 100 83% (83) 0 0% (0)

Spring 0.17 90 5.6% (5) 10 10% (1)

Summer 0.10 71 5.6% (4) 29 10.3% (3)

Autumn 0.07 63 9.5% (6) 37 10.8% (4)

DPWG Annual 0.31 83 22.9% (19) 17 0% (0)

Winter 0.60 100 90% (90) 0 0% (0)

Spring 0.28 90 17.8% (16) 10 0% (0)

Summer 0.19 71 12.7% (9) 29 0% (0)

Autumn 0.1 63 3.2% (2) 37 0% (0)

DAWS freq Annual 0.20 83 10.8% (9) 17 5.9% (1)

Winter 0.51 100 79% (79) 0 0% (0)

Spring 0.25 90 4.4% (4) 10 0% (0)

Summer 0.11 71 9.9% (7) 29 3.4% (1)

Autumn 0.11 63 3.2% (2) 3 25% (12)

DPWG freq Annual 0.09 70 8.6% (6) 30 10% (3)

Winter 0.42 98 57.1% (56) 2 0% (0)

Spring 0.12 79 1.3% (1) 21 0% (0)

Summer 0.06 59 1.7% (3) 41 7.3% (3)

Autumn 0.03 54 9.3% (5) 46 10.9% (5)

Notes: Relative frequencies are calculated with respect to the total number of stations showing positive or negative correlation.

FIGURE 9 Series of winter NAO index versus observed mean (i.e., average over all stations across Sweden) winter DAWS (left) and

DPWG (right) for 1997–2019. The low-frequency variability is shown with the dashed lines of the applied Gaussian-weighted average

(10-year window) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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considered MSLP grid points; for intensity, mean correla-
tion is −0.42, which is significant at p < .05 for 64% of the
grid points.

Figure 11a shows the wintertime correlation of the
NAO index to DAWS and DPWG for the range of DAWS
and DPWG intensities expressed as percentiles. For NAO,
their correlations do not change much for 5th- to 95th-
percentile DAWS and DPWG. The same analysis is
repeated with the cyclone intensity in Figure 11b. It
is found that cyclone intensity shows larger negative corre-
lations for higher DAWS and DPWG intensities, especially

when considering DPWG. These results indicate that while
the NAO evenly drives all wind variabilities, extratropical
cyclones tend to impact mainly extreme wind values, espe-
cially the occurrence of strong wind gusts.

4.4 | Observations versus ERA5
variability

We further compare the observed wind changes with
those from ERA5. Figure 12 illustrates both observed and

FIGURE 11 Mean winter Pearson's correlation coefficient of NAO index (left) and cyclone intensity (right) with observed DAWS (blue

bars) and DPWG (red bars) series during 1997–2019 (1997–2018 when considering cyclone intensity) for various wind intensities (expressed

as percentiles). The number over each bar shows the number of stations for the given wind range showing significant correlation at p < .05

[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 10 Variability of extratropical cyclone intensity. (a) Spatial distribution of Pearson's correlation coefficient between winter

cyclone intensity and DPWG for 1997–2018. Circles with a black edge represent stations where correlation is significant at p < .05. (b) Series

of mean winter cyclone intensity (1979–2018; blue line) and DPWG (1997–2019; red line). The low-frequency variability is shown with the

dashed lines of the applied Gaussian-weighted average (10-year window). Mean series are calculated only using stations that show

significant (at p < .05) negative correlation between winter cyclone intensity and DPWG series [Colour figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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ERA5 annual wind series for 1997–2019. ERA5 winds fol-
low well the observed variability (correlation higher than
0.8 and significant at p < .05), displaying the four phases

in wind changes. This temporal pattern is displayed not
only in annual series but also for seasonal series although
it is more evident for winter and less noticeable in

FIGURE 12 Comparison of observed (blue) and ERA5 (red) mean (i.e., average over all stations across Sweden) annual (a) DAWS,

(b) DPWG, (c) DAWS frequency and (d) DPWG frequency series from 1997 to 2019. The low-frequency variability is shown by applying a

Gaussian-weighted average (10-year window; dashed lines) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 13 Annual and seasonal frequency of positive and negative trends in observed (blue) and ERA5 (red) DAWS (left) and DPWG

(right) series across Sweden for 1997–2019. Frequency of significant (p < .1 and p < .05) trends are also reported [Colour figure can be

viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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summer (not shown here). Even though ERA5 wind
series correlate well with the observations, they do not
show a general slowdown. This is clearer when looking
at Figure 13, where the frequency of positive and nega-
tive trends of the observed and ERA5 winds are com-
pared. Both the observations and ERA5 show a higher
frequency of negative trends in winter and a greater
number of positive trends in summer. However, their
trends are overall “more negative” for the observations
compared to ERA5, especially when considering only sig-
nificant trends at p < .10 or p < .05. This subtle differ-
ence could be related to land-use changes which are not
considered in reanalysis (Vautard et al., 2010). Changes

in the surface roughness related to the recent increase in
vegetation cover for instance are a potential candidate to
explain such differences.

4.5 | Impact of surface roughness
changes

For all the selected stations, independent of their class
(e.g., urban, inland, coastal, etc.), change in forest cover
is the main modification that can be detected in the sur-
roundings during the period considered. Figure 14 shows
the example of Malexander A measuring station. From

FIGURE 14 Delineation of forest (green hatched areas) around the Malexander A weather station (white star in middle of 1 × 1 km

area), shown with background orthophotos from 1999 (panchromatic, 1 m pixel), 2006 (true colour, 0.5 m pixel), 2011 (colour-infrared, 0.5 m

pixel) and 2017 (colour-infrared, 0.25 m pixel), GSD-Orthophoto © Lantmäteriet [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the available orthophotos, it is clear that forest cover in
the station surrounding has increased during the last two
decades, especially south of its location.

An increase (or decrease) of forest cover and forest
growth over years and in proximity to the station's sur-
roundings affects the exposure of the measuring instru-
ment. Consequently, a decrease (or increase) in recorded
wind arises from the change of surface roughness in the
weather station's proximity. When all 13 sites are used in
a linear regression where forest change between 1998
and 2018 is the explanatory variable for annual DAWS
trend, the coefficient of determination R2 is only 0.36
(Figure 15). However, the two outliers are the sites of
Skillinge A (coast) and Sylarna A (mountains above tree
line) which have little to no forest. These stations had
6,500 and 0 m2 of forest within the 1 × 1 km area around
the measuring instrument, respectively. Surface rough-
ness change is likely not an influencing factor in these
two cases, and their exclusion from the linear regression
can be justified. When these two sites are taken out of
the analysis, R2 becomes 0.53 revealing a negative trend
relationship between DAWS and forest area (i.e., surface
roughness). This result suggests that the increase in forest
cover area detected in the proximity of weather stations
may partly contribute to the overall slowdown in
observed winds, not simulated in v ERA5.

5 | SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This study investigated the 1997–2019 variability of
homogenized near-surface mean (DAWS) and gust

(DPWG) wind speed across Sweden. Surface mean wind
speed changes in Sweden were previously investigated by
Minola et al. (2016) for 1956–2013. They detected an
overall wind decrease over 57 years whose slowdown
magnitude is in line with the one reported for nearby
countries (e.g., Netherland; Cusack, 2013) or regions of
similar latitude range (Canada; Wan et al., 2010). Strong
seasonal differences in the changes of wind were also
found (e.g., light slowdown/weak increase in winter),
revealing the strong influence of large-scale atmospheric
circulation (e.g., NAO). In the present study, we look for
whether a similar slowdown continues over recent
decades (1997–2019) or, as shown by Zeng et al. (2019)
over Europe, East Asia and North America, where a
reversal in the terrestrial stilling can be detected. Our
results show that the significant slowdown in DAWS
observed since �1990 (which is dominated by the winter
variability) is followed by a non-significant recovery
trend from around 2003. Specifically, a stabilization in
wind change is observed during 2003–2010; afterwards
the winds slightly increase during 2010–2014; and a new
slowdown starts since 2014. Given this large low-
frequency variability, the detected wind trends are sensi-
tive to the study period considered after 2003 (Troccoli
et al., 2012).

The DPWG also underwent four changing phases
during 1997–2019, that is, an early slowdown, stabiliza-
tion, recovery and recent slowdown. The overall agree-
ment in variability between mean and gust wind speeds
is consistent with what is observed over the Iberian Pen-
insula by Azorin-Molina et al. (2016), demonstrating that
local-to-regional weather systems and teleconnection

FIGURE 15 Relationship

between forest area change (in m2)

between 1998 and 2018 in a 1 × 1 km

area around the weather station, and

annual DAWS trend during 1997–
2019 for 13 selected weather stations.

The black dashed line is the linear fit

calculated using all the 13 stations;

the red dashed line is the linear fit

calculated excluding Skillinge A and

Sylarna A stations [Colour figure can

be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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patterns with synoptic features are needed to understand
wind dynamics across Sweden. Similarly, the occurrence
of days with stronger than usual recorded wind shows
the same four phases and the same temporal patterns are
also seen in the DAWS and DPWG frequencies. A slight
difference between DAWS and DPWG variabilities arises
only during summer, when synoptic circulation is weaker
and local wind systems such as land-sea breezes develop
(Gustavsson et al., 1995; Borne et al., 1998).

The great influence of large-scale atmospheric vari-
ability on surface wind speed is well known across the
high latitudes of Sweden. For example, NAO circulation
has a key role in explaining the interannual variability of
the surface winds and drives with its positive (and nega-
tive) phases the increase (and decrease) of wind during
winter (Minola et al., 2016). Indeed, a large pressure dif-
ference between the Icelandic low and the Azores high
during winter (positive NAO) results in a strong westerly
airflow on a more northerly track over Europe (thus
across Sweden), forcing low-pressure systems to travel
northward, while anticyclonic circulations dominate
southern Europe (NOAA, 2012). When both pressure sys-
tems are weak (negative NAO), westerlies are also weak
and storms track southwards over the Mediterranean
Sea, with a resulting increase in storm activity over
southern Europe. In fact, we detect that the decadal vari-
abilities of both DAWS and DPWG are significantly cor-
related with the NAO index especially in winter. This
reveals that the four-phase wind changes during 1997–
2019 and the recovery of the wind stilling since 2003 are
mostly due to the large-scale circulation changes associ-
ated with the NAO. This is in line with what was previ-
ously observed by Azorin-Molina et al. (2018a) over Saudi
Arabia or by Kim and Paik (2015) over South Korea. Cli-
mate model simulations confirm the impact of large-scale
circulation in the wind reversal detected since around
2010, when global surface wind speed trends shifted in
their sign due to the negative-to-positive phase changes
in the Pacific Decadal Oscillation pattern, which leads to
the weakening of the Hadley cell over the Southern
Hemisphere and to strengthened westerly winds over the
Northern Hemisphere (Deng et al., 2021). This study con-
firms the large influence of NAO on wind variability;
therefore, if we are to make accurate predictions of
regional wind change, it is important to understand how
NAO will vary in the future. Even though the NAO is a
natural mode of atmospheric variability, surface, strato-
spheric or even anthropogenic processes (e.g., increase in
greenhouse gases concentration) may influence its phase
and amplitude of variation (Visbeck et al., 2001; Gillet
et al., 2003). At present, there is no consensus on the
mechanisms that are responsible for the observed mul-
tidecadal variations in NAO. This is reflected by climate

models which lack ability to simulate NAO variability
and leave us uncertain about how NAO will change in
the future (Deser et al., 2017). This also implies substan-
tial uncertainty in regional winds across Sweden over the
coming decades.

In addition to the NAO teleconnection, the
extratropical cyclone activities are also examined to better
understand the decadal wind variability across Sweden
including a wind stilling-reversal. In fact, extratropical
cyclones, growing through baroclinic instability, cause
severe weather events including heavy precipitation and
strong near-surface winds (Belusic et al., 2019). Previous
studies have shown a major cyclone activity area over the
North Atlantic Ocean and northwestern Europe (Hoskins
and Hodges, 2002), and extratropical cyclones from these
regions have a large influence on storminess in Sweden
(Belusic et al., 2019). In this study, near-surface wind
observations provide evidence of the influence of intensity
changes of such low-pressure systems on winter surface
winds, especially when it comes to wind gust strength.
Their frequency change also affects the occurrence of days
of stronger than usual wind gusts. Most importantly,
cyclone intensity change agrees well with the wind slow-
down observed until 2003 and the absence of a clear trend
afterwards indicates that both the large-scale circulation
associated with the NAO and extratropical cyclones
(which are also partly influenced by the NAO) play a key
role in the detected wind stilling-reversal across Sweden.
This result further suggests that to estimate future changes
in DAWS and DPWG, local cyclone activities need to be
better understood in the future. However, as observed here
for 1979–2018, there is no clear evidence of multidecadal
trends in cyclone frequency or intensity; instead, cyclone
location, frequency and intensity showed considerable
decadal variability over the past century (Feser et al., 2015;
Füssel et al., 2017). There is low confidence in the
response of the North Atlantic cyclone statistics to global
warming, with model-projections unclear on their possible
future evolutions (Christensen et ali 2013). For example,
as the sign of NAO strongly impacts the frequencies and
location of these systems (Keim et al., 2004) and with
absence of clear long-term trends in the NAO pattern, it is
uncertain how the magnitude of cyclone frequency and
intensity will vary under different future scenarios. There-
fore, it is still unclear how wind extremes associated with
deep low-pressure systems will change in a warmer
climate.

Even with large-scale atmospheric circulation domi-
nating wind variability across Sweden (and driving the
stilling-recovery), the impact of surface roughness
changes is also explored as the possible reason behind
the overall slowdown not detected in ERA5. By design,
reanalysis products do not include in their hindcasting
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the changes in surface roughness (Thorne and
Vose, 2010). Increase of surface roughness can be associ-
ated with factors such as urbanization, growth of forests,
changes in trees and forest distribution or changes in
agricultural practices (Yupeng et al., 2019). Previous stud-
ies have mainly focused on land-use changes induced by
urbanization, with comparison between urban and rural
stations (Chen et al., 2020). In this study, we evaluate
how wind speed long-term trends can be impacted by
surface roughness changes associated with forest cover
modifications. Forest cover changes in the proximity of
weather stations indeed showed a moderate linear rela-
tionship with annual DAWS, indicating that the overall
wind slowdown during 1997–2019 is likely partly caused
by forest cover increase. Vautard et al. (2010) used Nor-
malized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) from satel-
lite images, indicating that increased NDVI had an
impact on wind speed trends. We used orthophotos
rather than NDVI, given the orthophoto's advantages of
high spatial resolution (0.25–1 m grid cells) at good tem-
poral resolution, as well as better differentiation between
seasonal agricultural change and forest growth, which
can be difficult to discern based only on NDVI. Vautard
et al. (2010) also state that a quantitative relationship
between NDVI and land roughness is hard to establish.
As LiDAR data become increasingly available, forest
height and density metrics can be useful for future analy-
sis of surface roughness change and status around
weather stations.

It is further found that the highest percentiles in both
the DAWS and DPWG distributions underwent the
greatest changes and largest fluctuations compared to
the lowest ones: that is, strong winds, rather than weak
winds, drive most of the changes in wind variability
across Sweden. This inhomogeneity, which was also
observed by Zhang and Wang (2020) across China, is sim-
ulated by climate models under future global climate sce-
narios (Jung and Schindler, 2019). Such changes in the
wind distribution can have a huge impact on wind power
production as the wind resource is largely guided by the
upper percentiles of the wind speed distribution (Pryor
and Berthelmie, 2010). This is amplified by the nonlinear
relationship between wind speed and power production
from a wind turbine (i.e., the wind turbine power curve).
In a similar way, also changes in gusts are stronger than
the ones observed for mean wind speed. When mean
wind speed increases, the atmosphere becomes even
more turbulent. Such difference in gust and mean wind
speed changes can strongly affect wind turbine energy
production as the ambient turbulent intensity impact is
different at different wind speeds (Lubitz, 2014): at low
wind speeds, an increase in gust turbulence increases tur-
bine energy production, while at wind speeds near the

turbine furling speed, strong turbulence results in
decreased energy production.

6 | CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, the major findings of this study are the
following:

• A break in the stilling is identified in the recent past
for both near-surface mean and gust wind speed across
Sweden: the significant (p < .05) slowdown detected
until 2003 at most of the weather stations is followed
by lack of a clear trend afterwards.

• The observed stilling-reversal is possibly linked to the
recent changes in large-scale atmospheric circulation,
such as NAO teleconnection pattern and cyclone
activity.

• The changes in strong winds are much larger than in
weak winds. In a similar way, increases in wind gusts
are larger compared to changes in mean wind speed.

• Even with atmospheric circulation driving most of the
wind variability across Sweden, forest cover increases
detected in the wind instrument surroundings during
the last two decades have also likely contributed to
decreasing wind trends, not found in the ERA5
reanalysis.

To conclude, changes in terrestrial near-surface winds
can be induced by a combination of different causes,
from anthropogenic activities to natural climate changes.
In this study, atmospheric circulation associated with the
NAO and cyclone activity changes are confirmed to be
the driving factor behind the stilling and the recent
recovery of surface winds across Sweden, in line with
what is observed for near-surface winds across different
mid-latitude regions (Kim and Paik, 2015; Azorin-Molina
et al., 2018a; Zeng et al., 2019). The observed reduction of
surface wind speed is also partly attributed to land use
and cover change, as similarly shown by Vautard
et al. (2010) and Wever (2012). But decadal wind variabil-
ity in this study is only qualitatively related to both atmo-
spheric circulation and surface roughness changes.
Future work should quantify and distinguish the sources
of these changes in the driving forces (Wu et al., 2018).
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